The performance evaluation index system of rural houses is put forward, considering of factors not only one of housing safety, comfort, convenience, and human nature , but also comprehensively four factors . By a lot of investigation, combined with the standards , building physics , the index is quantized to provide numerical value of the performance . The weight of each performance index is determined by Grey-AHP. Then the performance evaluation model of the rural houses is established to provide quantitative basis for housing performance evaluation.
Introduction
Rural housing is the basis for the lives of rural residents, and housing performance is directly related to the quality of residents' life and rural construction appearance. For a long time, China's rural housing construction process is such lack of design, construction guidance that rural housing exposed the two major problems, safety and comfort problem. Especially since 1990s, rural housing has a huge impact by urbanization, including housing demolition, local building demolition, city building elements invasion, causing destruction of the original culture and rural architectural style [1, 2] . In this paper, the rural housing performance evaluation index is proposed and quantified. Then, the weight each index is determined by grey AHP and the rural housing performance evaluation model is established to provide quantitative basis for housing performance evaluation and promotion.
The construction of rural housing performance evaluation index system
Reasonable rural housing performance system is the key of housing performance evaluation and promotion. The selection of evaluation indicators should consider all aspects of the housing to ensure that the indicators are comprehensive, critical, oriented, operational.
Based on a lot of research on the performance of the existing rural housing, the major factors are reflected including the safety, comfort, convenience, humanization and comprehensive four performance , which are the goal of the evaluation to enhance the performance of the house. Primary indicators of housing performance include four second level index and twelve third level indicators, seeing Tab 1. (1) Earthquake intensity: less than or equal to VI degrees , 2.5 points; VII degrees , 2 points ; VIII degrees , 1.5 points ; IX degrees , 1.5 points ; more than IX degrees , 0 points ; (2) The structure type: steel and reinforced concrete structure , 3 points; brick concrete structure, 2 points (if it has construction column and circle beam, +1 point); brick wood structure, 2 points; the other, 1 points; (3) Symmetry: for plane , symmetry ,1 point, asymmetric , 0 point; for elevation, symmetry , 0.5 points, asymmetry, 0 points; (4) Construction time: Y≥2000, 1 point ; 1990≤Y＜2000, 0.5 point; Y＜1990 , 0 point ; (1) Line design: for line spacing, orderly, 1 point, messy, 0.5 point ; for wire connection, galvanized copper joints , 1 point, sheep eye joints , 0.5 points; for the wire section, meet the load power , no fever , 2 points, fever, 0 point; (1) Outdoor natural wind environment under typical wind speed and wind direction: Winter: on the pedestrian zone around the building, the wind speed is less than 5m/s, and the outdoor wind speed amplification coefficient is less than 1. (1) Outdoor vision: front and rear direct spacing greater than 15m, get a score of 3; greater than 8m, get a score of 2; other points; (2)Window to floor ratio of the bedroom and sitting room , more than 1/5, 5 points; 1/6~1/5, 3 points; the other, 1 points; or directly measured indoor illuminance: for living room (hall), bedroom, study, kitchen, room center natural, illumination value is more than 300 lx, 3 points; for toilet, lobby, staircase, Dining Center , illuminance value is more than 150 lx, 2 points; 
The evaluation of rural housing performance
Set up: the weight of second index U i is ; the weight of third index U ij is , corresponding sub score of it is . The weight of the housing performance indicators is determined by Grey-AHP [8] . Specific as follows. 
Conclusion
(1) The rural housing performance evaluation index is proposed , including four second level index and twelve third level indicators.
(2) The performance index is quantized by a lot of investigation, combining with the standards, building physics, the numerical value of to provide quantitative basis for the evaluation.
(3) The weight of the housing performance indicators is determined by Grey-AHP.
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